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Book Description: The Yosephs have written the most stunning exposé. In
simple language they reveal the science, the corruption and the enormous
conspiracy it took to bring statins to market. As fast paced as a Mickey
Spillane novel they report the research, the fraud and the facts like a
detective in hot pursuit of a Nazi war criminal. Once picked up it cannot be
put down until the reading is done. It is riveting. They have accomplished the
impossible: they have made both complex science and medical history
fascinating to read. What could not be done in an exposé they accomplished
with almost unbelievable ease. It will change your paradigms about medicine
forever. Read it!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In our book “How Statin Drugs REALLY Lower Cholesterol (And Kill You One
Cell at a Time)” you will find sufficient evidence for anyone with a statinrelated injury to successfully mount the largest lawsuit mounted since the
tobacco awards. There is much more (the book was written as a go-by for
attorneys). It is now available at Amazon.
The book covers the Lipid Theory (bad cholesterol) and how it became accepted science. It follows the proven
science that would have prevented statins from coming to market and how it was deliberately obscured.
It tracks the FDA corruption, the NIH, the AHA and the people that conspired to make it all happen.
It tracks the history as a necessary component of grasping it all.
Otherwise it is unbelievable. We ourselves could not believe it, as you will read in the epilogue.
Statin development began in your backyard: Tokyo. Statin development was finished in Alex Jone’s backyard: Dallas.
It was a race between the U.S. and Japan — an ugly residual from WWII (beat the “Japs”).
Statins are poison — literal mycotoxins. They are extracts from pathogenic fungi (the proof is in the book). Japan’s
hero, Akira Endo, brought it to the world. Merck stole it from Sankyo and ran with it across the finish line.
The great art of cross-examination is found in the ‘lie revealed’. So it is in the book.
The lies and liars are revealed in their own words.
One of the author’s (James) grandmother was a Hemingway. Naturally, he had hoped to one day write some great
and inspired prose. This book is not it. We assure you however; it is truthful and accurate except for our
speculations and use of literary license. Feel free to ignore those.
The other author (Hannah) is a medical doctor and insider from the federal government (former employee).
Enjoy…it is written for those who rejoice in the light of truth — unveiled.
The “king” ( FDA/AHA/Merck/NIH ) has no more clothes.
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